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Ahstr1~4. The action of commutativity and approximation is analyzed for some problems in 
Computational Complexity. Lower bound criteria to the approximate complexity are given in 
terms of borc!zr rank and commutative border rank of a given tensor. Upper bounds for the 
approximate complexity 01 the matrix-vector product are given. In particular, srn ( n + 1) multiplica- 
tions are necessary and sufficient to approximate n X m matrix-vector product; 6 multiplications 
are sufficient (5 are needed) to approximate a 2 x 2 matrix product by using commutativity. An 
application tr, polynomial evaluation shows that $n + 2 multiplications are sufficient to approximate 
any n-degre; polynomial at a point. For what concerns matrix multiplication complexity a number 
8 is introduced such that 8~ o (o is the exponent of matrix multiplication complexity). I his 
number measures the degree of complexity of the best commutative approximate algorithm for 
matrix multiplication. The bound f) s 2.32 11 . . . and conditions under ~?ich 8 = (1) are shown. 
Apprnxima!e 
evaluation. 
complexity, commutativity, tensor rank. matrix multiplicarion, 
1. lntraduction 
Recently, the concept of approximate algorithm and approximate complexity 
I-4. 10) has been used to reduce upper bounds to matrix multiplication complexity 
[X 5.8.9). It is shown in [4] that sometimes approximation can reduce the number 
of multiplications in the computation of certain sets of bilinear forms. Several 
examples can be found in [2,4. S, 8,9]. It must be pointed out tflat in such examples 
the commutative law is not used and, so far, any example of approximate commuta- 
tive fast algorithm has not been shown. Moreover it is well known that commutativity 
can reduce the complexity at most by a factor i. 
In this article we analyze the action of commutativity and approximation. In 
Section 2 together with the rank (rk) and the border rank (brk) WC introduce the 
concepts of commutative rank (crk) and commutative border rank (cbrk) of a tensor.. 
which give respectively the commutative complexity and the approximate commuta- 
tive complexity of a set of bilinear forms. 
* The results of this paper have been presented at the Oberwolfach Conference on Kom#xitgt+ 
throrie. November 198 1. 
** Also member 01 GNIM of the Italian National Research Council. 
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In Section 3 we state some lower bound criteria for the functions rk, crk, brk. 
cbrk, obtained by the use of matrix factorization: in particular an extension to the 
approximate case of the generalization of the d-immunity criterion [ 121 given by 
Kruskal [7] is obtained. We show some applications; in particular 
brk((2,2,2)) 2 6, cj)rk((2,2,2)) 2 5, cbrk((m, n, l))aln(~+ 1). 
where (nz, O. p) denotes the tensor associated to (m X n) X (11 X p) matrix multipli- 
cation. 
In Section 4 we show a commutative algorithm to approximate (HI X II) X (II X 1) 
matrix product with $~(rn + I) non-scalar multiplications (even n). This means that 
!n( UI+ 1) non-scalar multiplications are necessary and sufficient to approximate 
nz x t1 matrix-vector product, whereas lnrl multiplications are needed if either 
commutativity or approximation are not allowed. As a consequence we have 
cbrk((2,2.2)) d 6. As an application we show that any n-degree polynomial can be 
approximated at a point with in + 2 non-scalar multiplications. 
In Section 5 the prciblem of the evaluation of the exponent of matrix multiplication 
complexity is considered. We introduce the functions 
2. Preliminaries 
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9 and 
We call the triple ( U, V, WI a tensor basis of A and we set t = rk( A). 
It is well known [ 1 l] that a tensor basis of A gives a bilinear non-commutative 
algorithm to compute (1) with the least number of non-scalar multiplications (over 
9) and &(A) is the minimal number of such operations. Following [7] we define 
l-slabs, 2-slabs, J-slabs of A, respectively the matrices of eiements 
( a,,h) ?t X p. i = 1,2,. . . . In, 
(a,,, ) p X ttz. j = I , 2, . . . , II, 
($I, ) n1 x Il. k = 1. 2. . . . . p. 
Moreover. using a compact notation. we set 
where H. C. II are matrices of suitable dimensions with elements in 3. We set 
Jim,(A) the Jimension of the linear space spanned by the i-slabs of A, i = 1.2,3. 
Let Aa. k-l.2 . . . . . p. he the 3-slabs of A. The tensor -4 can be represented by 
the matrix of indeterminates ‘If’. I +A,. 
0 :\r, I 1 . 0 0 k=l.L . . . . . p; 
crk( A 1 = min rk( ,;i + 9. 
\ 
The cmwpt ol’ ;ippr(Bximiitc omplsxity [ IO] can bc expressed in terms of tensor 
r-;tnk [3). If 2 _ is infinite and 11 - 11 is a norm on 3”“‘~‘, then we define as the (topological) 
border rank of A [4, 21 the lcast integer t for which, for every F > 0, there exists a 
fcnsor E such that iif:‘11 : d F and rk( A t E) = I (i.e., the tensor A is in the closure of 
the set of tensors of rank Y t). The topological border rank yields the minimal 
number of non-scalar multiplications \&ich are sufficient to approximate with any 
precision the set of bilinear forms. 
More used and versatile is the concept of (algebraic) border rarzk which can be 
stated whatever the field 3 is and does not require the condition of infiniteness for 
, 
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3. We define as the algebraic border rank [2,9] the integer 
brk(A)=min rk(A+E), 
i:‘ 
where E = (e&‘h)), e,,(h) E 5Q], eijk(0) =O, and the rank is taken over s(h). The 
restriction to the ‘correction tensor’ E to have polynomial elements loads to the 
foEowing relation over infinite fields: 
topological border rank d algebraic border rank. (2) 
If 3 is algebraically closed, then equality holds in (2) [ 11. Observe *hat. in the 
definition of algebraic border rank the elements of the tensor E can be assumed 
to be raticjnal functions represented by the polynomial ratio ~(h )&(A 1 such that 
p(O) = 0, q(O) f 0. Observe that. in the definition of topological border rank. the 
tensor basis of A + E yields a class of algorithms depending on E employing I
multiplications which approximate with any precision the bilinear forms associated 
to A. In the definition of algebraic border rank the clas: of algorithms approximating 
the bilinear forms is obtained by the tellspr basis of A - &A ) by substituting A with 
‘small’ values. We call upproxinmte algoritlw~ a cl;ks of algorithms depending on a 
parameter with the features described above. 
Since we are investigating the complexity of approximate algorithms mal.iq uhe 
of the algebraic border rank concept. we assume throughout the paper that 7 is 
infinite and algebraically closed. However, the results which we present still hold. 
ovc’r any field. in terms of algebraic border ranl:. 
Cc’c further define as the cormwtcrtire borckr wdc sf’ A the intcgcr 
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3. Lawer bounds 
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By using the tensorial formulation we give lower bounds to the complexity of 
the computation of ( l), in the approximate and commutative case, based on matrix 
factorization. 
Let A be an n, x n2 x nl tensor. In the following the triple ( 3, V, W) stands for 
a tensor basis of one of the following tensors: A, d + S, A + E, a + S + E. 
3.1. Factorizatiort W = [ WI 1 W2] = W,[ 11 W, ’ WJ 
CM Ab -2 max dimz( A) - rk( D) + min crk 
I, K 
Proof. Without loss of generality suppose dimJA) = )I+ Otherwise it is sufficient 
to consider the tensor obtained by taking dimJA) linearly independent 3-slabs of 
A. Let (L! 1’. W be a tensor basis of A+ S of rank crk:A), where S has skew- 
symmetric 3-slabs. Since dimX( AI = II+ then dimJ( i + S) = n3, therefore rk( W) = rz+ 
Without loss of generality we can suppose that the first rll columns of W are linearly 
independent. In this case we can perform the f;lctorization N’ = [ W, 1 U;,] = 
W,[ 11 W, ’ \L]. Therefore. the tensor 
w,’ w,’ 
A,+s’ 
hits thC tensor basis ( I,‘, \ : [I 1 \\’ , ’ M/,]) and the triple (U. V, [Di DW, ’ Ul,]) yields 
iI dwompositicln of the tc’nsor 
;rk(A) =>rk(H)+rl,-- rkW?zcrk +nl-rk(D). 
NON, since the above relation holds for a particular matrix W, and for any diagonal 
rn~~tt-is II. we have 
n,--rk(D)+mincrk 0 
H 
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Relations analogous to (5) hold for the rank replacing up-multiplication with left 
or right multiplication. The result expressed in Proposition 3.1 cannot be extended 
to border rank or commutative border rank since the matrix R has elements in 
S(A) and the result of the operation of up-multiplication by R yields the tensor 1’1 
which has elements in S(A). Moreover, such elements, represented by the ply- 
nomial ratio p!A)/q(h), can be such that p(0) # 0. This fact is shown by the tensor 
/&with 3-slabs 
From (5) we have crk(A) 2 3 whereas brk(A) = 2 [4]. 
3.2. Factorization per~?zutatiorl-lower tria~~gular-upper triatlgdur rwttis 
Proposition 3.2. Let dimi{ A) = IZ~: thw 
crk(A)>m,yx{ k+rnincrk( t:)}. 
On cwmmufflfit~if_v und upprthmafion 
the border rank; in fact it is easy to show that the tensor 
mat rices 
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cl whose 3-slabs are the 
is such that hrk( -i) = 3 whereas from (6) we have crk(A) 2 5. 
The extension of (6) to border rank can be achieved by a particular choice of 
the permutation matrix R 
Proposition 3.3. Let dim I( A) = u \; her? 
(7) 
Proof. The proof is analogous of that of Proposition 3.2. Let ( U. C: W) be a tensor 
basisof .~+S+E=B+E.where E=(u,,,(A)). ~,,~(A)~.flh], e,,1,(0)=3 such that 
cbrk( ‘4 1 = rE.( S + E 1. Since dim J A) = 1i3, we have rk( W) = n3. Consider the fat-- 
t oriza t ion PN’ = R, R2. \I here R, and R2 are respectively lower triangular and upper 
trianguhtr matrices and the permutation matrix P is chosen in such a way that the 
rational function r’/(A )/r’,:‘(A) represented by the polynomial ratio p(A)&(A). in 
which p( A b and 9( A ) have no common factors, satisfies the condition p(0) Z 0 and 
r’,;’ ’ ( A ) =1 1 (this can IX achieved through gaussian elimination by the technique of 
maximum pivot I. Now ( U. C’. R2) = ( U, V, RI ‘PW) is a tensor basis of $+ $, Z = 
R, ‘I? Since RI’ = R,,-t- G. where R,, is a triangular matrix with elements in :F and 
(; hils elements belonging to s( A ) represented by the polynomial ratio p(A)/9(A) 
\\; here /I(()) = 0, 9( 0) # 0, w have G+ t = “;;“+ E,. Now the elements of E, are 
r;ltional functions represented by the polynomial ratio p(A )/‘9(A) such that p(0) = 0, 
9(O) ;+: 0. Therefore ( U, Cl. R?) is a border tensor basis of ‘ii”. Proceeding as in the 
proof of Proposition 2.2. we get chrk(A) -3 brk( “,p) + k =s cbrk( t{) + k, where R = 
[I-I / I]. Since thih relation holds for a particular R and a particular P VT have 
cbrk( ‘4 I l min ,<.,‘( cbrk( ‘f\” )} + k. C 1 
Kclat ion analog~s to ( 7) hold for the border rank replacing up-multiplication 
M rt h left- or right-multiplication. 
Observe thar an equivalent version of Proposition 3.3 can be obtained b>r means 
of the matrix factorization QR. Q orthogonal, R an upper trianguliir matrix. 
Since. for a matrix f3. rk( B) = cbrk( B), by setting k = n3-- 1. frc\m Proposition 
3.3 w obtain the following corollary. 
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Corollary 3.4. Let dim3( A) = n3; then 
cbrk(A) 3 n3- , a 5 (ai). 
Proposition 3.5. We have cbrk( A) 2 i( dim, (A) + dim,( A)). 
Proof. Let S be a tuxor with skew-symmetric 3-slabs such that cbrk(A)= 
brk(a + S) and denote by A7 the tensor whose 3-slabs are the transposed of the 
3-slabs of A. We have brk(a + S) = brk(AT- S) and, since brk( B+ C) d 
brk(B)+brk(C), we obtain brk(~+/i”)=brk(~+S+&S)~2brk(~+S)= 
2cbrk(A). Therefcjre, from (3), cbrk(A)s~brk(a+~“)-~Zdirn,(ii+a’)= 
;!dim,(A) +dim,(A)). U 
Consider the tensor A associated to the multiplication between a triangular and 
a full 2 x 2 matrix. This tensor has been considered in [3], it can be represented by 
the matrix a, A I + +A2 + a++, that is, by using the tensor product symbol, 
Obviously WY have rk( A 1 s- 6 * nd, by applying PropMion 3.1 (or Proposition 3.Z) 
with left multiplication and rk( 19) = 2 (or k = 2). we get rkt.4) = 6. In fact. in the 
case of Proposition 3 _ 2, let us choose the permutation matrix P which interchanges 
firct and last row and set 
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in which a and p are suitable elements of .!K Itn each of these three cases we have 
brk(t!‘) 2 maxi dim&(:? = 4; therefore brk(A) a 5. That is, 5 muItiplications are 
necessary and su~cient to approximate this kind of matrix product. 
Consider the tensor (2,2,2) represented by the matrix 
By applying Proposition 3.3, setting k = 2, we have that an i E { 1,2) such that 
dim,f(2, z ‘, - R’ 3)) = 4 always exists; therefore 
brk((2,2,2)) == 6. 
Moreover we have dim,({2, “,‘: 2)) +dim~((2~ “Ip, 2)) Z= 6: therefore, from Proposition 
3.5, we get 
cbrk((2,2,2)) a 5. 
Analogous applications of the above propositions yield 
brkt(2.2, n)) 2 2n + 2. 
Now consider the tensor (HZ, 11, 1) associated to the matrix-vector product; from 
(3) we have rk((rtr, II, 1)) = brk((rn, n, 1)) = ~lrtr and [ 131 crk((nr, 11, 1)) = nrn. From 
Pr~~p~~sit~(~n 3. _5 we get 
cbrk((n?, 11, t )) 2 $rt 171-k 1). cbrk(( I, tt, HZ)) 2 Arz(m + Z ). w 
Consider now the general cast: of the tensor (HZ, n, p}. By applying Proposition 
X.X setting k = t?~p--2. since dim,((m, 77, p)) 2 2n for at least one in (1,2} and 
dirn~~(~?~, yr, p)) + dimz((tn. :!‘. p)) 2 32, we get 
brk((nr, II, p)) 3 ,1rp-t 222 - 2, rbrk((nl, n,p),~nzp+$-2. 
WC c;tn obtain better lower bounds by choosing suitable values of k. For this 
purpose wc‘ put k = 422~ - I2 and observe lirst that for any tensor A we have 
dim, 4 A )dirr,c A 12 dim I( A ). (9) 
This relation is a stl.aightfo~~4~ard consequence of the fact that for a non-degenerate 
tensor the relation 81 I s 11~ II z holds. Therefore we have 
Now, since (/*I, y”, p> has !I block~diagona~ ~lt X p 3 slabs, namefy IpI @ B,, i = 
1 -? .1,..‘1 11, which :lre linearly independent, from tht: relatjqn ( 10) applied to the 
tensor whose 34abs are the matrices E&‘s we get 
Moreover, setting y the first di,mension of the tensors whose 3-slabs are tt. wtrices 
BI’S, from (9) we get 
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The least value of the right-hand side of (11) is given by in( [Jhl+ 14x]). Therefore, 
from Propositions 3.3 and 3.5 we have 
brk((m, rz, p)) 2 mp- h + [Jhln, 
(12) 
cbrk((m, rz, p)) 2 mp -h+‘n( y&l+ [Jh]). 2 
Now, by setting h = [fn I’+ 1 in (12) we get the bounds 
brk((nz, n, p}) 2 mp + [in 1 [irtl + II - 1. 
cbrk(( m, n, p)) 21 mp + [in 1 [:nJ + !H - 1. 
which in the case m = n = p yields 
cbrk((n, n, w))~$?+O(n). 
0 0 
0 
I: : . . 
0 0 
(I u, 
0 u; 
. . . . . . 
L (I n,, 
0 0 l ’ l (1 () () . . . () 7 
dJ,l 
- 
_I 
0 0 ’ ’ ’ 0 u, d, ’ * * (I,* [ 
0 0 
. . . . . . 
0 0 
0 
(1 
0 - 
, 
0 - il_> 
(1 -tl,, _I 
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mis tensor is degenerate, that is, n, > dim,(a + S), n2 > dimz[a + UC) and it can be 
reduced to the following form: 
. (13) 
Now the tensor represented in ( 13) has border tank n + 1; in fact the lower bound 
is given by (3) and the upper bound is obtained by the triple 
chrk((l.2. ,a)) s brk( A + S) = II+ I: (15) 
cbrk((,l..?. 1))~: rr+ 1. 
lt is interesting to point out that the commutative border rank CC (rrz, 11, 1) is less 
than dim UIH. II. I)) or. in other words, the approximate complexity of the matrix- 
vector product is less than the nhmbcr of elements of the matri;:. This does not 
hirppcn u ithout approximation or without commutativity. 
Note that cbrk((2,2, II)) s 2n+ 2 while brk((2,2, n)) a 2n + 2. 
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From the triple given by (14) it is easy to get the algorithm for the matrix-vector 
product 
r Xl 
3 
i 
x3 
. . . 
x’rf+ 1 
P 
x2 
X4 FYI = . . . 1 ’ 1 h_,v?x ‘,I 
Algorithm : 
PI = ply27 Z;=(y,-tAx~,)(A-“V,-~x,,_,)-h -‘PI. e - (17) 
Observe that this algorithm is an approximate version of Winograd’s commutative 
algorithm. 
A straightforward application of algorithm (17) makes it possible for us to 
approximate with any precision the value of an. n-degree polynomial p(x) at a point 
with [~II + 2 non-scalar multiplications. 
For the sake of simplicity suppose iz to be an even number and set I_‘( ~1 =x:‘=,, a,.~‘. 
_- We have 
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5. Some considerations about matrix multiplication complexity 
‘3e analysis of matrix multiplication asymptotic omplexity can be done by giving 
bou, rds to the number o = i.lf{ cu: comp( n) = d’}, where comp( n) is the number of 
arit!rmetic operations which are sufficient o compute the n X n matrix product. The 
nut abet 0 is strongly releted to tensor rank. 
If we set 
ft m 0, p) = Wg Mm, n. pNl9, 
_Mm. n. p) = Wag brk((m n, p)N/9, 
fcf nt. a p) = %log crk(h n. p)Hlq, 
_td tn. n. p) = 3(log cbrk((fn. n. p)))/9, 
9 = log nrrrp, 
and we use the sub-multiplicative property of the function rk under tensor product, 
that is. 
(19) 
together with the property of closure under tensor product of the class of tensor 
{(III. II. p,). namely (IPI, 11, p)@(rit, I?, fi) = (III&, & pj3>, it is possible to prove that 
8 = lim inf f( 11. 11. 11). (2W 
Moreover. if we also apply .he duality property. that is, 
where w is a permutation rbf tt:ree elements. together with a suitable relation between 
the funcrions rk and brk (see [4]), we can prove that 
w = inf fch( III. II. p L t22) 
This relation is a good tool to give bounds to W. 
Unfortunately. relations (20) and (22) cannot be extended trivially to the functions 
.fi and fCh since duality and sub-multiplicative property do not hold for the function!l 
A and cbrk. However, relation (20) can be trivially extended by using (4) whereas 
it does ;lot hold for ( 22). co that the values of ft.,, cannot be used to give upper 
bounds ta I td. 
In this section we want to state the weakest condition on the functions f and fi, 
(the wd-property) which alloy to express inf f,,( tn, a, p) as a limit point without 
using ( 191 and (21 L This condition is the least wt: cap, request of the functions fC 
and _f,,, in order that relation (22) can be extended to the commutative case. 
Since ( 191 doe\ lot hold for the functions crk and cbrk, tke functions fC and fC:, 
yield numbers which do not have the meaning of any expohent. These functions 
measure the degree of the commutative (approximate) com$exity of the problem 
of UI x 11 by II xp matrix multiplication according to a criterion which is used to 
bound w in the non-commutative case. 
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Definition 5.1. Set 8 = inf fCh( m, n, p); we call 8 the commutative approximate matrix 
multiplication number (ca-number). 
Observe that since cbrks rk, we have 8s o. 
The ca-number gives the least degree of complexity for matrix multiplication 
problem when using commutativity and approximation. If 8 is taken at a finite point, 
say (m, n, p), then (m, n, p) are the dimensions of the problem for which there is 
the ‘best of all’ algorithm. In the non-commutative case it is shown [5] that 
o < fh( m, n, p), that is, the value w is not taken at any finite point but it is a limit point. 
Observe that, by(4). if 8 is a limit point, then it must be 8=0. 
Proposition 5.2. We have 
2s 0=r(log4)/log6=2.3211.. . , OS-o; 
moreover, if 0 is a limit point, then 8 = o, otherwise 8> 2. 
Proof. The upper bound follows from the relatic>n cbrk(( 1,2,3)) = 4. the lower 
bound is obtained from ( 13. Now, if 0 = lim _f,,,( mk, tzh, pk). since, from (4). 
tirn( j;,c mk, nk. pk )- f,J mk, tzc, yL )) = 0, then 0 ~2 lim fi,( Ink, Ilk, Ilk ) = 0. therefore e = 
(L). If fI is taken at a finite pcjint from ( 1 I), we haw 0 B 2. cl 
The question 8 = (r) or 8 T o is an open problem which stxn~s very hard to solve. 
The condition 8 = 10 can be stated in an equivalent w;t!~ in terms of general prqwrtics 
of the functions fc and f&. it is worth stressing that the relation 
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Pro& Suppose that g and it satisfy the wd-property. Two cases result: 
’ 
(?m? 2. inf g(m, n, p) = hm $@I&, ti&, pk) for a suitable sequence (mk, % pk). 
In Case 1 by setting q+ k and (nr, II, p) = (In,,, rt,), p,,), from the wd-property 
there exists an (&. I$, j?& ) such that k( lfik. J&. fik ) s g( bzo, no, po) + t/ k. Therefore 
whence lim k( &, Gk9 fik ) = inf g ( ??& 12, p) 
In g’,lse L we apply the wd-property by setting F = I/k. We have that Cm, n, pl = 
(IQ,. 11~. pa) and we find that there exists :m ( rizk. Ijk, fin 1 such that 
th;rt k the iid-propert! i\ a necessary and suflicicnt condition in order that 0 = w. 
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